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• PART I : Pedestrian Walking Behavior Modeling
- behavioral assumptions & modeling elements
- estimation results
- …a first simulator
• PART II : Application to pedestrian tracking
- problem definition
- dynamic detection
- deterministic & probabilistic tracking 
- … some results
• PART III : Trajectory clustering for counting pedestrians
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What is the problem
• Walking pedestrians behavior modeling
• Normal conditions (no panic, no evacuation)
• Short-term behavior (“next step” model)
• Fully estimable on real data
Model framework
• the walking process is considered a sequence of choices
• individuals are assumed to be rational decision makers
• we use a microscopic modeling framework
Discrete Choice Analysis
Discrete Choice Models
DCMs are defined by 4 elements
• a set of alternatives (choice set)
• attributes describing the alternatives
• decision maker and her socio-economic characteristics
• error term
Under the utility maximization assumption we have
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Different DCM are obtained from different specifications of the unobserved 
part of the utility function
njnjnj VU ε+=
An individual n perceives an utility U from alternative j:
Discrete Choice Models
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We discretize the space discretizing changes in speed module and direction
spatial discretization























Behavioral model: patterns and utilities
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free flow  acceleration
leader follower
Unconstrained patterns





















































…each direction has its potential leaders…
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),(dist dmLL ppD =
Constrained patterns
…each direction has its potential colliders…
…which is caused by the max angle Cθ
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Behavioral model : the CNL
GEV models (D.McFadden, 1978)
1 112212
3323
Correlation based on the speed Correlation based on direction
{ acc, const, dec } { central, not central }
Behavioral model : the CNL
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Validation: a first pedestrian simulator
PART I : conclusions
• DCA provides a robust statistical framework for pedestrian walking 
behavior;
• Microscopic model with agent-based simulation;
• Constrained and unconstrained patterns has been successfully 
modeled; 
• Adaptive spatial discretization;
• Work finalized with one paper in press and one under review ( 
Transportation Research Part B )















human height of 1.70m
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PART II : conclusions
• A methodology to integrate behavioral information for detection
and tracking has been defined;
• The dynamic detection approach allows to avoid complex 
segmentation-based tasks for target detection;
• The proposed method can be integrated with any more 
sophisticated detection-tracking scheme;
• Over-estimation of the targets number ….
• Work finalized with one paper in press with IJCV
Research Summary
Main contributions
• New model for pedestrian walking behavior based on discrete choice analysis
- adaptive spatial discretization;
- general framework modeling constrained and unconstrained patterns;
- model calibrated on real data;
- behavioral interpretation of the model parameters;
• Behavioral and image information are integrated in a detection-tracking context 
- simple initialization scheme;
- dynamic detection;
- deterministic and probabilistic tracking;
• Counting pedestrians based on trajectory clustering 




• Integrated DCA framework (strategic, tactic, operational);
• Controlled experimental conditions to take into account socio-economic 
characteristics;
• Group, panic and evacuation behaviors;
• Integration of spatial information (architecture, obstacles);
Integration:
• Use of more sophisticated initialization and tracking schemes;
• Multimodal sensory input (not only video);
• Integration of sensory inputs with ‘scenario’ simulators;
